A high dynamic range (HDR) image can represent real world scenes that have a wide range of luminance intensity. However, compared with the range of real world luminance, conventional display devices have a low dynamic range (LDR). To display HDR images onto conventional displayable devices such as monitors and printers, we propose the logarithmic based global reproduction algorithm that considers the features of the image using reproduction parameters. Based on the characteristics of the image, we first modify the input luminance values for reproducing perceptually tuned images and then obtain the displayable output values directly. The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm achieves good subjective results while preserving details of the image; furthermore, the proposed algorithm has a fast, simple and practical structure for implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION

High dynamic range (HDR) imaging is an attractive
technique to mimic the capabilities of the human eye as it can capture real world luminance in a scene for each pixel. Moreover, we can record more than human eyes can see using HDR techniques. Example applications for HDR imaging are scientific and medical visualization, satellite imagery, physically-based rendering, and digital cinema [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . However, compared with the range of real world luminance that ranges from 10 [7] .
Fig. 1. Luminance ranges of some real world scenes
To display an HDR image to within a displayable range, we must adjust an image in dynamic range to below two orders of magnitude. The discrepancy between the wide ranges of luminance that can be captured and the small ranges that can be reproduced by existing displays makes the accurate display of the images of the captured scene.
Due to these limitations, we need proper tone mapping or tone reproduction techniques to transform HDR images into display devices that have LDR while still preserving details depending on the characteristics of the original HDR image.
In previous works, tone reproduction techniques have been developed focused on compression and quality evaluation of HDR image for visualizing high dynamic range 특집논문-09- 14-4-05 images. Tone reproduction can be classified as global operator (spatially uniform) [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] where the same reproduction function is applied in all regions or local operator (spatially varying) [16] [17] [18] where different tone reproduction functions are applied depending on neighboring pixels of current pixel through the modeling of spatial adaptation. [19] . Drago et al. suggested
adaptive operator with logarithmic reproduction for displaying high contrast scenes [10] . Although it is simple for these global reproduction algorithms to transform pixels in-
to LDR values, these algorithms cannot preserve local edge contrasts in images well. In most cases, we want to emphasize and preserve all local contrasts for displaying LDR clearly without producing perceivable artifacts. Ward et al.
described a more sophisticated approach to globally adjust contrast with respect to luminance histogram [14] . However, image details were lost in the bright and dark regions while adjusting the contrast of an image.
The latter tone reproduction technique, local operator technique, uses the spatial modeling function using neighboring pixels based on the retinex theory [20] . Operation functions are taken by the average luminance value of local neighboring pixels of the transformed pixel value in each pixel. In this type of algorithm, however, it is difficult to determine the size of the local neighborhood area correctly and also computationally expensive to transform the pixels. 
First, the minimum value and the maximum value of the pixels in image must be found using Y components in the XYZ format that represents luminance. A representation of luminance is obtained by computing a linear combination of the red, green, and blue components according to the second row of (1) as follows:
Based on the luminance values that we get from (2) 
III. PROPOSED METHOD
The tone reproduction aims to enhance the contrast ratio for fine image details/textures while maintaining the color constancy from HDR to LDR conversion. There are general approaches that aim for preserving brightness, contrast, and appearance according to luminance information.
So, proposed algorithm also follows these approaches that use luminance information instead of processing chrominance information at parameter estimation process.
However, rather than adjusting the adaptation level based on spatial location in the image, the proposed tone reproduction algorithm is processed on the population of the 
where NB is the number of bins that divides over all dynamic range as NB bins, Lgmax and Lgmin are the global maximum luminance value and the minimum luminance value, respectively, and δ is small constant to avoid log function error when input value equals 0. Therefore, the whole luminance range is divided into NB bins that each bin size is Δb.
To find the features of image at each bin, the pixel distribution (t) in NB bins is described as the percentage form of probability density of each bin at i as
where f(i) and T represent the pixel count for the histogram bin a i, and total pixel count in the image, respectively. Up to this point, weighting factor of each bin based on pixel distribution is calculated. The other informative factors that we can apply to find characteristics of image are luminance log average value, maximum value, and minimum value at each bin. Because we empirically found that the log average luminance value correlates to the peak found in histogram, the combination of log average value, maximum value, and minimum value suggests good estimation for generating tone reproduction function. 1≤i≤
NB, is calculated as
where N i is the number of pixels in ith bin, L i (x,y) is the pixel value included in ith bin at the position of (x,y).
Moreover, the global log average of image (Lav) is just calculated with the sum of the average values of each bin that are already processed in (5) as 1 1 .
Generating tone reproduction function
The real world luminance that HVS can recognize is impressively wide at a high dynamic range, from the scotopic threshold to the glare limit. Experimental model of perceiving the luminance value shows that HVS cannot operate over impressive dynamic range simultaneously. Moreover, subjective brightness is a logarithmic function of light intensity on HVS.
The feature parameter values of a scene that are derived in previous section are used to generate tone reproduction function. The first parameter is weighting factor of each bin based on pixel distribution. The other parameters are luminance log average value, maximum value, and minimum value at each bin. Based on these feature parameters, we get key value a using the following procedures.
In (7a), fg is global feature value that represents the distance difference between minimum luminance (L gmin ) and maximum luminance (L gmax ) relative to the log average luminance (L av ) of whole range in image. Then, in (7b), to make a g value positive, a g value is two to the power of 
(7b)
Similar method is applied to get local feature value (f i )
at ith bin that estimates characteristics of each bin as ( ) ( ) 2 min 2 max 2 max 2 min log log log log
Then, in (8b), the following ai is calculated as 
where L′i (x,y) indicates reproduced luminance value at (x,y).
To get a final LDR tone reproduced image, we consider the HVS characteristic for improving quality of an image while reproducing HDR to LDR. The HVS has a complex mechanism with some features that have to be considered when preparing an image for display. However, many tone reproduction methods only focus on compressing luminance values without considering chromaticity, which is an objective specification of the quality of a color that can be achieved by maintaining the color ratios among the color channels. In this point of view, to consider color appear-ance of a scene, compressing the luminance component is executed with color components together as follows.
In (11), the factors is given as a user parameter like gamma correction value that takes valuesfrom 0 to 1. We can 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
All experiments were carried out with Microsoft
Windows XP on a 2.4 GHz Intel Pentium IV processor with 1 GB RAM memory. In our tone reproduction method, the HDR format, which is originally known as the radiance picture format (.hdr, .pic), was used and computation time increases according to the size of an image.
In experiments, we set the user parameter s as 0. od, the proposed algorithm shows good quality. In Figure   7 , the proposed algorithm is compared to the conventional tone reproduction operators. With default parameter settings for each algorithm, the proposed algorithm is compared using two global operators, which are the segmentation-based technique of Yee et al. [8] and the logarithmic method of Drago et al. [10] , and a local operator, which is the photographic method of Reinhard et al. [16] .
The brief explanations of the methods we have used to compare the performance of our new algorithm against are described as follows. In global operators, the segmenta- Experimental results show that the visual quality of the tested local operators is only marginally better than that of the tested global operators. The tested global operators still produce good subjective results, but they cannot successfully preserve local edge contrasts in an image, especially in dim and bright regions, compared with global operators, as shown in Fig. 7 . Compared to using local operators, the proposed algorithm achieves comparable subjective quality, especially in images with both dim and bright regions.
The proposed method has a low computational burden compared with the tested algorithms as shown in Table 1 .
Local operators achieve better subjective results than global operators, because they implement a spatial modeling func-tion that uses neighboring pixels and results in a high computational burden. Photographic has a high computational burden because it uses a Gaussian filter. The proposed algorithm has fast simple and practical structure for implementation. 
